IGS Wuhan Workshop Recommendation - IGMA

Name of Working Group and Chair: IGMA - International GNSS Monitoring and Assessment (Urs Hugentobler)

Rapporteur: Urs Hugentobler

Session Highlights: 2 plenary presentations, 5 posters

Progress on Paris Workshop Recommendations:
- Three test campaigns performed, however low progress due to missing efficient leadership
- Proposed steps, to be iterated in WG:
  - specification of algorithms based on experience available in WG
  - report to GB at December meeting
  - results from at least tree ACs by April 2019
  - goal: simple procedure eventually running e.g. in combination
- Urs Hugenobler will step down as chair of the WG, discussion within WG on successor, proposal for December GB meeting.

Recommendations:
- none
- start moving

Does this WG actively plan to transition its work to multi-GNSS? If yes, when?
- Work is inherently multi-GNSS